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Presentation Notes
I think I speak for most of us here today, I miss being together.  Our annual board retreats provide an unique opportunity for our executive team and committee chairs , who live in two different states to come together for a brief moment of connection where we focus not only on sharing ideas, but more importantly sharing our lives.  



WHO WE ARE

Integral to every clean water 
professional's career.

VISION
A member association boldly leading a 
professional community dedicated to 
safe and clean water through education, 
advocacy and innovation.

MISSION
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It was 2013 when our board decided to develop a strategic plan including a vision and mission statement.  This effort, while met with support also included a healthy dose of scepticisim.  Tell STORYWhile we enjoyed the retreat and it's location in downtown Chattanooga, I remember this effort to be grueling.  It was two long days of discussion and have conversations that delved into things like " should we include and or OR" here.  And two days would not be enough, we scheduled a follow-up session a couple of months later to finalize.Our vision and mission statement were not a waste of time.  They are proudly displayed on our website, and read aloud at all board meetings, and Although we didn't know it at the time, our vision and mission was setting us on a path to become Clean Water Professionals of KY & TN.  



DEFINING OUR 
WHY:

STRATEGIC
PLAN
DEVELOPMENT
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I cannot emphasis enough, how much developing a strategic plan has helped us know who we are, but also a "north star" as to where we put our efforts and money.  Having Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timely goals, otherwise known as SMART goals, has help both staff and our volunteer board create a continum of effort that threads thru each year.  Since 2013, every board retreat takes elements of the stratgic plan and revisits, redifines, and it serves as a living breathing document and gives framework to our working plan.  



RETREAT FOCUS

SHARING IDEAS & LIVES
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The story of margins and white space and the importance them in our lives.  



CELEBRATING LIFE'S MILESTONES
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You never know what a person is going through, so be kind.Any give year, month, or day someone is having a great day and a terrible day. Each of these events happened in 2020, so did tragedy.



HIGHLIGHTING PEOPLE & PLACE

A President 's Passion
Host City
Be Present
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Three elements that help frame our retreats.



SHARING A 
PRESIDENT'S PASSION

WaterStep



SHOWCASING OUR HOST CITY:
CHATTANOOGA



CREATING SPACE

Meals
Downtime
Connection 
to work



EXPANDING COMFORT ZONES



THE UPSIDE OF DOWNTIME



RECAP

Connecting People
Creating Space 
Common Focus



QUESTIONS?

VALERIE A. LUCAS, PE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CLEAN WATER PROFESSIONALS of KY & TN

valerie.lucas@cleanwaterprofessionals.org

502.468.4772
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